Any company that produces or relies on software knows the importance of high quality and reliability. Recently NASA focused on applying Independent Verification and Validation (IV&V) as part of a software improvement effort. This paper is about IV&V, but about NASA’s new IV&V implementation approach on all software development throughout the agency. This information is valuable to any project, organization, or company considering applying IV&V.

Independent Verification and Validation

A basic understanding of what constitutes IV&V begins with the definitions of verification and validation, then determines what is required for “I” – independence. The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 610.12-1990, Standard Glossary of Software Engineering Terminology, defines verification and validation [1]. Verification is defined as the process of evaluating a system or component to determine whether the products of a given development phase satisfy the conditions imposed at the start of that phase. Validation is defined as the process of evaluating a system or component during or at the end of the development process to determine whether it satisfies specified requirements. Verification asks “Did we build the right system?” and validation asks “Did we build the system right?”

IEEE defines independence in IV&V as three parameters: technical independence, managerial independence, and financial independence. Personnel who are not involved in software development achieve technical independence. IV&V personnel use their expertise to assess development processes and products independent of the developer. They formulate their own understanding of potential problems and how the proposed system is solving them.

Managerial independence requires responsibility for the IV&V effort to be vested in an organization separate from the organization responsible for performing the system implementation. The IV&V effort independently selects the segments of the software and system to analyze and test, chooses the IV&V techniques, defines the schedule of IV&V activities, and selects the specific technical issues and problems to act upon. Most projects view V&V as sufficient and do not recognize the added value the independence brings.

Financial independence has been harder to attain. All work on the project, including quality assurance, is funded directly by the project; hence, IV&V is also funded directly by the project. In theory, the project team could remove IV&V funding if they are not satisfied with the findings. But with the implementation of the IV&V policy, projects are now required to work with the IV&V Facility to reach an agreement on the amount of IV&V and funding. The center director must agree to any changes to this along with strong justification by the project manager.

Implementation Approach

All software project managers, whether government or industry, never have time or money to spare, so when NASA identified the need for IV&V, it was met with a cry of, “Not on my project!” But the implementation of IV&V was part of a larger effort to improve the software developed at NASA, to achieve the highest levels of safety and cost effectiveness possible for mission critical software. The NASA IV&V Facility provides tailored technical, project management and financial analysis for NASA projects, industry, and other government agencies, by applying software engineering “best practices” to evaluate software risk and criticality throughout the system development life cycle. Through the facility, NASA has the means for implementing IV&V, but it is under utilized. Only a few very large NASA projects, such as Space Station, chose to apply IV&V through the facility.
To change this, the first step was to write a policy requiring projects to investigate the necessity of doing IV&V. It is an effective risk mitigation strategy, and since most NASA missions are cutting edge technology, they also are at high risk. Recognizing that cost must be balanced against potential benefits, the “amount” of risk incurred by a project had to be assessed. A policy was developed that included the process of determining the need for IV&V, the extent, and approach. The policy also states all IV&V will be done under the management of the NASA IV&V Facility, centralizing expertise and ensuring consistency.

The next step was to develop criteria determining when to consider IV&V. This required quantifying project risk for an initial assessment on which projects may require IV&V. Project risk is defined as a combination of the probability that an undesirable event will occur, and the consequence if the event does occur. The IV&V criteria were written using probability and consequence. Factors influencing software development were identified, and risk factors associated with them for a calculation of the probability. Consequences of failure were classified as Grave, Substantial, Marginal, and Insignificant. These are combined for a determination of the necessity of IV&V.

The final step, and the hardest in some respects, was to identify the projects that potentially required IV&V and to determine to what level IV&V was needed. Money is always an issue; there is never enough in any software development. So what was the cost, and what are the balancing benefits?

The approach to implement IV&V consistently and logically on all NASA software was broken into three steps:

1. Write a policy for the requirement of IV&V implementation.
2. Write the criteria for an initial determination of IV&V necessity.
3. Work with projects to implement IV&V.

### Step 1: IV&V Implementation Policy

The policy was to clearly specify the process of determining when a program must apply IV&V under the management of the NASA IV&V Facility. One strength of the policy is the specification that the NASA IV&V Facility is responsible for the management of all software IV&V efforts within the agency. This creates a central repository of knowledge, tools, metrics, and lessons learned that can be used to improve the IV&V efforts on future projects throughout NASA.

The policy states that each project must produce, document, and implement a plan that addresses V&V performance; and if appropriate, IV&V through the software life cycle – from requirements through delivery and maintenance. The level of IV&V of software that is performed is based on the cost, size, complexity, life span, risk, and consequences of failure as defined using the criteria explained in the following section.

### Step 2: IV&V Criteria

In order to accomplish the goal to increase the application of IV&V on all appropriate projects, it had to be determined what was meant by “appropriate” projects, hence the development of IV&V criteria. Looking back on the IV&V objective for risk mitigation, those projects with high risk had to be identified; but first, the criteria for what makes a software project high risk had to be defined and quantified. The quantification was the hardest part.

IV&V is intended to assist mitigating risk, hence the decision to do IV&V must be risk-based. NASA policy defines risk as the “combination of 1) the probability (qualitative or quantitative) that a program or project will experience an undesired event such as cost overrun, schedule slippage, safety mishap, or failure to achieve a needed breakthrough; and 2) the consequences, impact, or severity of the undesired event were it to occur [3].” The likelihood of occurrence and consequences of a given software failure cannot be calculated early in the software life cycle. However, there are realistic metrics available that give good general approximations of the consequences as well as the likelihood of failures.

#### Probability Evaluation

The probability of failure for software is difficult to determine at any phase in the software development life cycle. NASA has identified factors that impact development difficulty. These factors were then calibrated to determine the extent of risk for successful software development. While the indicators are not precise and are currently in Beta testing by NASA software development projects and the IV&V determination team, they are available to provide estimates that are adequate for assessing IV&V need.1 There are nine factors: software team complexity, contractor support, organization complexity, schedule pressure, process maturity of software provider, degree of innovation, level of integration, requirement maturity, and software lines of code.

Five risk categories within each factor were identified based on input from software developers from all NASA centers. Values 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 were assigned to each category. Finally, a weighting factor of 1 or 2 was identified for each factor. This information is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk Category</th>
<th>Weighting Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grave</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substantial</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marginal</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insignificant</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To apply the criteria, the project manager identifies the category of risk for each factor and multiplies the appropriate value (1, 2, 4, 8, or 16) times the weighting factor of 1 or 2. The sum for all factors yields an initial numerical representation of the project software development risk. For example, a project might rate the following:

- Software team complexity – “up to 20 people at one location” = 4 * 2 = 8
- Contractor support – “with minor tasks” = 2 * 2 = 4
- Organizational complexity – “two locations but with same reporting chain” = 2 * 1 = 2
- Schedule pressure – “non-negotiable” = 16 * 2 = 32
- Process maturity – “CMM Level 1 but with a successful history” = 8 * 2 = 16
- Innovation – “between proven but new and cutting edge” = 8 * 1 = 8
- Integration – “almost stand alone” = 2 * 2 = 4
- Requirement maturity – “preliminary objectives” = 8 * 2 = 16
- Lines of code – “~ 300K” = 2 * 2 = 4
- TOTAL = 8+4+2+32+16+8+4 + 16+4 = 94

This risk information must now be combined with the consequence evaluation.
Consequence Evaluation

In general, the consequences of a software failure can be derived from the purpose of the software: i.e., what does the software control; what do we depend on it to do? NASA has many types of software, including flight software that is launched and contains mission critical functionality, ground system software that sends commands, scientific software for the experiments, and just about all other types of software imaginable. There are factors that can be used to categorize software based on its intended function as well as the level of effort expended to produce it: potential for loss of life, potential for serious injury, potential for catastrophic mission failure, potential for partial mission failure, potential for loss of equipment, potential for waste of resource investment, potential for adverse visibility, and potential effect on routine operations.

Now the potential for failure had to be quantified. Four ratings were chosen: Grave, Substantial, Marginal and Insignificant. Each of the factors above were quantified for each rating. If any of the conditions are met, the software is considered to reside in that category. For example, the category Grave is defined as follows:

- Potential for loss of life - Yes.
- Potential for loss of equipment – Greater than $100,000,000.
- Potential for waste of resource investment – Greater than 200 work years on software.
- Potential for adverse visibility – International.

Combining the results of the “likelihood of failure rating” and the “consequences of failure” yields a risk assessment that can be used to identify the need for IV&V. Applying these criteria only determines that a project is an IV&V candidate – not the level of IV&V nor the resources associated with the IV&V effort. These must be determined as a result of discussions between the project and the IV&V Facility. Figure 1 shows a dark region of high risk where software consequences, likelihood of failure, or both are high. Projects having software that falls into this high-risk area shall undergo IV&V. The exception is those projects that have already done hardware/software integration. An IV&V would not be productive that late in the development cycle. The gray regions represent projects with intermediate risk. Projects having software that falls into these areas shall undergo an evaluation to determine if IV&V is warranted. Using the previous project example, a probability of 94 score means that they must perform IV&V if the consequence of failure is Substantial or Grave. Since the project’s consequence was determined to be Grave, they must perform IV&V under the NASA IV&V Facility.

**Step 3: Project Implementation**

Prior to implementing IV&V, a company has to know about the software it develops. At NASA, software development is done at all 10 centers spread from California to Florida, Texas to Ohio, and Alabama to Maryland, and with universities and industries. In total, criteria data were received on approximately 100 projects. After discussions with projects to clarify the information and correct erroneous data, approximately 70 projects were identified as IV&V candidates. Applying IV&V to 70 projects immediately, however, is impossible. The facility currently does not have the resources to accommodate this many projects and this...
much work at this time. Using the data from the criteria (consequence and probability) and discussions with the project managers, the following guidelines to focus the IV&V efforts were implemented:

• All projects currently receiving IV&V will continue.
• All projects classified Grave should be addressed first for IV&V with the highest priority applied to those closest to operational date as a general rule, with some attention applied to why it is classified as Grave.
• All projects classified as Substantial and needing IV&V based on the risk probability value greater than 32 that are in the requirements or design phase.
• All remaining projects classified as Substantial and needing IV&V based on the risk probability value greater than 32.
• All remaining projects classified as Marginal and needing IV&V based on the risk probability value greater than 96, prioritized based upon how close to starting they are.

Results
Applying IV&V on NASA projects has shown some very positive results and prevented costly errors. In one project, the IV&V activity identified design flaws in the command-and-control system that, if not corrected, would have resulted in a catastrophic hazard. This critical piece of software sends commands to hardware elements, and if not working properly, could fail to send emergency response commands leading to the loss of attitude control, rapid depressurization, and other hazardous conditions. Using a code analysis, IV&V identified an error that would eliminate the vital command link between the ground control system and the satellite. A special software patch was generated for the on-orbit software to correct the problem. IV&V developed policy criteria used by one program for non-flight software in integrated tests. This policy was key for insuring testing integrity while making it possible to keep tight development schedules. IV&V activities have benefited many different domains of NASA's software. In the manned-space flight domain, more than 4,000 problems were identified, 10 of the highest criticality, those that could result in loss of mission or loss of life. For experimental flight vehicles, IV&V identified more than 300 requirements and design problems. For ground systems, more than 250 legacy system requirements and mitigation problems were identified. These are just some of the benefits NASA has reaped from the formally applying IV&V. We currently are working on the return-on-investment calculations for these activities.

Conclusion
The results of NASA's investigation have shown that in this environment, IV&V has been cost effective. Companies large and small, in today's competitive world cannot afford software that is unreliable. To be effective, however, IV&V must be applied effectively, and the independence must not be lost. Project managers must understand the benefits above the cost, looking at the whole development, not just the current state.

NASA has recognized the value of IV&V and has taken steps to implement IV&V on all software projects where warranted. The decision to implement IV&V is no longer solely the decision of the project manager, but through an independent evaluation, the risk of the project is evaluated, and the need for IV&V is determined. Although the policy and criteria in this paper were written for NASA projects, they are applicable with minor modifications to any software development.
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“Computers can figure out all kinds of problems, except the things in the world that just don’t add up.”
James Magary

“When we write programs that learn, it turns out that we do and they don’t.”
Alan J. Perlis